Interneurons in layers 2/3 are excited by pyramidal cells within the same layer (Reyes et al., 1998; Gupta et al., 2000), but little is known about translaminar innervation of these interneurons by spiny neurons in the main cortical input layer 4 (L4). Here, we investigated (1) how efficiently L4 spiny neurons excite L2/3 interneurons via monosynaptic connections, (2) whether glutamate release from axon terminals of L4 spiny neurons depends on the identity of the postsynaptic interneuron, and (3) how L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections compare with L4-to-L2/3 pyramidal neuron connections. We recorded from pairs of L4 spiny neurons and L2/3 interneurons in acute slices of rat barrel cortex of postnatal day 20 (P20) to P29 rats. The L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections had an average unitary EPSP of 1.2 Ϯ 1.1 mV. We found an average of 2.3 Ϯ 0.8 contacts per connection, and the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron innervation domains were mostly column restricted. Unitary EPSP amplitudes and paired-pulse ratios in the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections depended on the "group" of the postsynaptic interneuron. Averaged over all L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections, unitary EPSP amplitudes were 1.8-fold higher than in the translaminar L4-to-L2/3 pyramidal cell connections. Our results suggest that L4 spiny neurons may more efficiently recruit L2/3 interneurons than L2/3 pyramidal neurons, and that glutamate release from translaminar boutons of L4 spiny neuron axons is target cell specific.
Introduction
Ensembles of neurons that represent common sensory stimuli are arranged in columns in primary sensory areas of the neocortex (Mountcastle, 1957; Hubel and Wiesel, 1969) . Spiny neurons in layer 4 of a cortical column are a main target of excitatory thalamic afferents from ventroposterior medial nucleus of the thalamus (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Killackey, 1973; Chmielowska et al., 1989; Lu and Lin, 1993; Bruno and Sakmann, 2006) . In parallel, thalamic afferents excite interneurons in layer 4, which in turn can release GABA onto spiny neurons in layer 4 (Simons, 1978; White and Rock, 1981; Agmon and Connors, 1991; Kim et al., 1995; Staiger et al., 1996; Castro-Alamancos and Connors, 1997; Gibson et al., 1999; Porter et al., 2001; Swadlow, 2002; Beierlein et al., 2003; Gabernet et al., 2005) . One next stage of cortical signal flow is the excitatory projection from L4 spiny neurons to L2/3 pyramidal neurons (Armstrong-James et al., 1992; Feldmeyer et al., 2002; Shepherd and Svoboda, 2005 ) (for review, see Douglas and Martin, 2007; Lübke and Feldmeyer, 2007; Schubert et al., 2007) . Here, we show by paired intracellular recordings that this translaminar connection from L4 spiny neurons to excitatory L2/3 pyramidal neurons was also paralleled by a translaminar connection from L4 spiny neurons to inhibitory L2/3 interneurons. The anatomical and functional properties of these connections were characterized for the different "axonal projection types" of L2/3 interneurons and for the "groups" of L2/3 interneurons defined by dendritic, axonal, and intrinsic electrical parameters (Helmstaedter et al., 2008a,b,c) .
Materials and Methods
Preparation, solutions. All experimental procedures were performed according to the animal welfare guidelines of the Max Planck Society. Wistar rats (20 -29 d of age) were anesthetized with isoflurane and decapitated, and slices of somatosensory cortex were cut in cold extracellular solution using a vibrating microslicer (DTK-1000; Dosaka). Slices were cut at 350 m thickness in a thalamocortical plane (Agmon and Connors, 1991) at an angle of 50°to the interhemispheric sulcus. Slices were incubated at room temperature (22-24°C) in an extracellular solution containing 4 mM MgCl 2 /1 mM CaCl 2 to reduce synaptic activity. Slices were continuously superfused with an extracellular solution containing the following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 25 glucose, 25 NaHCO 3 , 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , 2 CaCl 2 , and 1 MgCl 2 (bubbled with 95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 ). The pipette (intracellular) solution contained the following (in mM): 105 K-gluconate, 30 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 phosphocreatine, 4 ATP-Mg, and 0.3 GTP, adjusted to pH 7.3 with KOH; the osmolarity of the solution was 300 mOsm. Biocytin (Sigma-Aldrich) at a concentration of 3-6 mg/ml was added to the pipette solution, and cells were filled during 1-2 h of recording.
Identification of barrels and neurons. Slices were placed in the recording chamber and inspected with a 2.5ϫ/0.075 numerical aperture (NA) Plan objective using bright-field illumination. Barrels were identified as light spots in L4 separated by dark bands and photographed using a frame grabber for later analysis (see Fig. 1 A) . Interneurons were searched in layer 2/3 above barrels of 250 Ϯ 70 m width (n ϭ 64) using a water-immersion 40ϫ/0.80 NA objective and infrareddifferential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy (Dodt and Zieglgänsberger, 1990; Stuart et al., 1993) . Somata of neurons in layer 2/3 were selected for recording if an apical dendrite was not visible on close inspection (see Fig. 1 B) . This was the only criterion for the a priori selection of interneurons. Neurons in layer 4 were recorded in loose-patch mode (Feldmeyer et al., 1999) with a second pipette, and action potentials (APs) were elicited to test the connections. On average, 5-15 neurons were tested presynaptically before a connection was found. Then, the pipette was withdrawn and a new biocytincontaining pipette was inserted for whole-cell recording of the presynaptic L4 neuron. APs were elicited in the presynaptic neuron, and EPSPs were recorded in the postsynaptic neuron (see below, Synaptic stimulation). After recording, the pipettes were positioned above the slice at the position of the recorded cells, and the barrel pattern was again photographed using bright-field illumination. Histological procedures. After recording, slices were fixed at 4°C for at least 24 h in 100 mM PB, pH 7.4, containing either 4% paraformaldehyde or 1% paraformaldehyde and 2.5% glutaraldehyde. Slices containing biocytinfilled neurons that were destined for lightmicroscopic analysis only, were processed using a modified protocol described previously (Lübke et al., 2000) . Slices were incubated in 0.1% Triton X-100 solution containing avidinbiotinylated horseradish peroxidase (ABCElite; Camon); subsequently, they were reacted using 3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB) as a chromogen under visual control until the dendritic and axonal arborization was clearly visible. To enhance staining contrast, slices were occasionally postfixed in 0.5% OsO 4 (for 30 -45 min). Slices were then mounted on slides, embedded in Mowiol (Clariant), and enclosed with a thin coverslip.
Reconstruction of neuronal morphologies. Subsequently, neurons were reconstructed with the aid of Neurolucida software (MicroBrightField) using an Olympus Optical BX50 microscope at a final magnification of 1000ϫ. The reconstructions provided the basis for the quantitative morphological analysis (see below). The pial surface of the slice was also reconstructed. The reconstruction was rotated in the plane of the slice such that the pial surface above the reconstructed neuron was horizontally aligned. Thus, the x-axis of the reconstruction was parallel to the pia in the plane of the slice, and the y-axis perpendicular to the pia in the plane of the slice. The reconstructions were read-in by the custom-made software Rembrandt II, and average length density maps of the presynaptic axons and the postsynaptic dendrites were constructed. Pairs were sorted according to the axonal projection type of the postsynaptic L2/3 interneuron. Axonal projection types were determined as reported previously (Helmstaedter et al. 2008a ). The sample of L2/3 interneurons with monosynaptic input from L4 that is reported on in this study (n ϭ 46) was a subset of a sample of L2/3 interneurons that has been subject to an extensive analysis of morphological and electrical features in accompanying studies (n ϭ 64) (Helmstaedter et al., 2008a,b,c) .
Electron microscopy. The procedure for correlated light and electron microscopy has been described previously (Markram et al., 1997; Staiger et al., 2002) . Briefly, in slices in which an electron microscopic verification of light microscopically identified contacts was intended, no detergent was used for visualizing biocytin. Instead, tissue was resectioned at ϳ120 m thickness with a vibratome and freeze-thawed three times over liquid nitrogen to permeabilize membranes. After permanent staining with DAB and postosmification, the sections were dehydrated in an ascending series of ethanol and embedded in Durcupan ACM (Fluka). Finally, selected contacts were reembedded, trimmed, serially cut ultrathin (Leica UCT), mounted on Formvar-coated single-slot copper grids, and examined at the electron microscope (AB-912; LEO). Synaptic stimulation. APs were elicited in L4 neurons by brief depolarizing current injections in whole-cell mode. One to 5 APs (at 10, 30, 40, or 100 Hz) were elicited per sweep. The interval between sweeps was Ն30 s because smaller intervals resulted in a successive rundown of EPSP amplitudes. The long interval between sweeps allowed the recording of only low numbers of sweeps (typically 40 -50). For analysis of unitary EPSP amplitudes, the EPSPs in response to the first presynaptic APs in all sweeps were analyzed. For analysis of synaptic short-term dynamics, the EPSPs in response to the first to third presynaptic APs were analyzed. This allowed an approximate classification of synapses as facilitating or depressing.
EPSP analysis. The analysis of EPSP amplitude, rise and decay times, APto-EPSP-onset latency, baseline voltage, noise and failures was performed as described previously (Feldmeyer et al., 1999) using the custom-made software Pythagoras written in IGOR PRO (Wavemetrics).
Connection probability. The probability of finding a synaptically connected pair of a L4 spiny neuron and a L2/3 interneuron was assessed in three different ways: (1) the average number of presynaptic L4 neurons tested before a unitary synaptic connection was found for a given postsynaptic interneuron was recorded. On average, 5-15 presynaptic neurons had to be tested before a connection was found. However, this measure only partially reflects actual connectivity, because it can be assumed to be mostly biased by experimental constraints (search time, the slice cutting angle, and the positioning of the postsynaptic and presynaptic pipettes). (2) To detect also rare connections, up to 60 presynaptic neurons were tested in the loose-patch mode for a given postsynaptic neuron. If a monosynaptic connection was not found after this extensive searching, the L2/3 interneuron was, however, processed for morphological reconstruction in most cases. Therefore, we report putative connection rates for the different types of interneurons in Results [given the biases mentioned above under (1)]. (3) We also recorded synaptically connected pairs of L4 spiny neurons and L2/3 pyramidal neurons under similar experimental conditions. Qualitatively, connections between spiny neurons and L2/3 interneurons were more difficult to find than connections between spiny neurons and pyramidal neurons (judged by the same observer).
Because of the many constraints on judging connection probabilities from the experimental success rate, we report a more robust calculation of innervation probabilities based on morphological measures in Discussion.
Statistical analysis. The 11 groups of interneurons were tested for difference in synaptic properties [EPSP amplitude and paired-pulse (PP) ratio; multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA), p Ͻ 0.01] (see Fig. 8 ). In addition, a bootstrapping test was made: The measured parameters were randomly assigned to group members, and the probability that random groups had proximities as the measured ones was calculated. This probability was Ͻ0.05.
For statistical testing of paired-pulse facilitation, the unitary EPSP amplitudes in response to the first AP in a train were tested against the unitary EPSP amplitudes in response to the second or third AP in a train (sampled over 10 -100 sweeps).
For comparison of synaptic properties to the L4 -L2/3 pyramidal neuron connections, data from the study by Feldmeyer et al. (2002) were used for statistical testing (t test of unitary EPSP amplitudes). The comparison of latency and intersoma distance of the presynaptic and postsynaptic neuron was done post hoc.
Results

Unitary EPSPs
To investigate whether L2/3 interneurons are targets of monosynaptic input from layer 4, paired whole-cell voltage recordings were made in acute slices of P20 -P29 rat barrel cortex. Figure 1 A shows a brightfield image of the recording configuration. Barrels in layer 4 were used to delineate the borders of cortical columns. Figure 1 B shows DIC images of a L2/3 interneuron (top) that received input from a L4 stellate neuron (bottom). Both were filled with biocytin and reconstructed. trace) and evoked unitary EPSPs (bottom traces) from 10 consecutive sweeps in the cell pair shown in Figure 1 . The EPSP amplitude of this pair was on average 0.78 mV and showed a high variability (0.78 Ϯ 0.45 mV) (Fig. 2 B) . The latencies of EPSP onset had a narrow distribution as shown in Figure 2C for this connection (3.0 Ϯ 0.43 ms; median, 2.88 ms). The correlation between latency and EPSP amplitude in the same connection is shown in Figure 2 D (r ϭ Ϫ0.48; p Ͻ 0.01; rank correlation, however, not significant). Figure 3A shows the morphology and recordings from another synaptically connected L4 spiny neuron-to-L2/3 interneuron pair with a unitary EPSP amplitude of 1.7 Ϯ 0.7 mV and an AP-to-EPSP latency of 2.1 Ϯ 0.3 ms. The distribution of AP-to-EPSP onset latencies from 46 synaptically connected pairs is shown in Figure 3B (average, 2.4 Ϯ 0.8 ms). AP-to-EPSP onset latencies were highly correlated with the distance of the presynaptic and postsynaptic somata (r ϭ 0.7; p Ͻ 10 Ϫ5 ) ( Fig. 3C ) (inverse slope, ϳ0.2 m/s). Figure 4 A shows the distribution of EPSP unitary amplitudes from all recorded connections. The average efficacy of EPSPs in L2/3 interneurons evoked by APs in L4 spiny neurons was 1.2 Ϯ 1.1 mV. Consequently, L4 input to L2/3 interneurons is on average almost twofold more efficient than L4 input to L2/3 pyramidal cells (factor, 1.8; p Ͻ 0.005) (cf. Feldmeyer et al., 2002) . A high apparent somatic input resistance of L2/3 interneurons (R in ϭ 260 Ϯ 140 M⍀) compared with L2/3 pyramidal cells (R in ϭ 73 Ϯ 16 M⍀) (Sarid et al., 2007) could account in part for the difference in unitary EPSP amplitudes. However, R in and EPSP amplitude were not correlated in connections with interneurons ( Fig.  4 B) , indicating that R in alone cannot account for the differences in EPSP amplitudes.
Despite the high average efficacy, the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections had relatively high average failure rates of 19 Ϯ 18% (Fig. 4C) .
EPSP latencies in the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections were slightly longer than EPSP latencies in L4-to-L2/3 pyramidal cell connections (2.4 Ϯ 0.8 vs 2.1 Ϯ 0.6 ms; p Ͻ 0.01) (cf. Feldmeyer et al., 2002) . This could be attributable to a longer average intersoma distance of the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron pairs compared with L4-to-L2/3 pyramidal cell pairs (380 Ϯ 110 vs 310 Ϯ 100 m; p Ͻ 0.005). EPSP 20 -80% rise times in the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connection were 0.88 Ϯ 0.38 ms, and average monoexponential decay time constants were 14 Ϯ 10 ms. The time course of the EPSPs in L2/3 interneurons were thus similar to those of L2/3 pyramidal cells ( p Ͼ 0.4).
Synaptic short-term dynamics
The short-term dynamics of the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections were investigated by stimulating the presynaptic L4 spiny neuron with trains of three to five APs (at 10 Hz). Figure 5A shows 20 consecutive recordings of EPSPs in a L2/3 interneuron, which displayed marked EPSP amplitude depression. The postsynaptic L2/3 interneuron of this connection had similarities to a basket cell with 10 primary dendrites, nonadapting firing pattern, small AP half-width, low input resistance, and a locally projecting axon ("group local 1" interneuron) (cf. Helmstaedter et al., 2008c ) (for a detailed account of the identity of interneurons, see Fig. 8 and Discussion; for numbers, see legend to Fig. 5 ). The amplitude histograms for the EPSPs evoked by the first, second, and third AP in a train are shown in Figure 5B . In this connection, failures were absent even after the third AP (0 of 35).
In a different L4 -L2/3 interneuron connection for which facilitating EPSPs were observed (Fig. 6) , the failure rate for the first AP was high (42%). The postsynaptic L2/3 interneuron of this connection had similarities to a bitufted or bipolar neuron with two primary dendrites, a strongly adapting firing pattern, medium AP half-width, high input resistance, and a locally projecting axon ("group local 3" interneuron) (cf. Helmstaedter et al., 2008c) (for a detailed account of the identity of interneurons, see Fig. 8 and Discussion; for numbers, see legend to Fig. 6 ). Facilitation of the second EPSP was observed in 13% of the connections (Fig. 7A) [5 of 38 connections had significantly larger EPSP amplitudes in response to the second AP compared with the first AP (t test, p Ͻ 0.05)]. Figure 7A shows that facilitating connections had small unitary EPSP amplitudes (0.6 Ϯ 0.5 mV). Only two of the connections with facilitation of the second EPSP showed significant facilitation also of the third EPSP (5% of all connections; p Ͻ 0.05) (Fig. 7B) . A low release probability would account for the low efficacy of facilitating connections. Figure 7C shows the high correlation of the paired-pulse ratio of the second 1 mV) . B, Relationship between unitary EPSP amplitude and apparent input resistance at the soma. There is no correlation, indicating that the high unitary amplitudes cannot be solely explained by higher input resistances. C, Relationship between failure rate and unitary EPSP amplitude.
to first EPSP with the failure rate of the first EPSP (r ϭ 0.6; p Ͻ 0.001).
We then investigated the effect of successive presynaptic APs (evoked at 10, 40, 100 Hz) on the failure rate. The single failure rate in response to the first AP in a train was 19 Ϯ 18% averaged over all connections (n ϭ 46) (see above) ( Table 1, Fig. 4C ). The rate of double failures (i.e., postsynaptic response failures for both the first and second presynaptic AP in a train) was 2 Ϯ 5% (median, 0%; n ϭ 29 connections); the rate of triple failures was 1 Ϯ 3% (median, 0%; n ϭ 29 connections). Doublets or triplets of presynaptic APs (which occur in response to whisker stimulation in vivo) (cf. Brecht and Sakmann, 2002; de Kock et al., 2007) thus significantly reduced the probability of transmission failure in these connections.
Target cell specificity of L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections
We first compared unitary EPSP properties of the interneuron "types" that have been defined based on their axonal projection patterns with reference to cortical columns (Helmstaedter et al. 2008a ) (for a comparison to other interneuron classifications, see Discussion). Monosynaptic connections from layer 4 were found for 13 of 18 local inhibitors (i.e., L2/3 interneurons with axonal projections mostly confined to L2/3 of the home column) (compare Fig. 9B ), 9 of 12 "lateral inhibitors" (i.e., L2/3 interneurons with axonal projections extending to neighboring columns) (see Fig. 10 B) , and 6 of 7 "translaminar inhibitors" (i.e., L2/3 interneurons with axonal projections to L4 and L5 of the home column) (see Fig. 11 B) . Unitary EPSP amplitudes and paired pulse ratios were not significantly different between interneuron types (1.0 Ϯ 1.0, 1.4 Ϯ 1.5, 1.3 Ϯ 0.8 mV, respectively; p Ͼ 0.5). "L1 inhibitors" (i.e., L2/3 interneurons with Ͼ30% axonal projection to L1) (Helmstaedter et al., 2008a) did not receive monosynaptic input from layer 4 (n ϭ 0 of 4). Synaptic properties for the axon types of interneurons are summarized in Table 1 .
We then investigated whether synaptic properties of the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections were, however, specific for the groups of interneurons that have been defined based on a cluster analysis of axonal projection, dendritic parameters, and electrical excitability (Helmstaedter et al., 2008c) (for a comparison to other interneuron classifications, see Discussion). Figure 8 shows the distribution of the groups of interneurons with respect to PP ratio (EPSP 2/EPSP 1) and EPSP 1 unitary amplitude. "Interneuron groups" were significantly different in both synaptic properties (MANOVA, p Ͻ 0.01; bootstrapping, p Ͻ 0.05). For example, one group of local inhibitors ("local 3") had very small EPSP amplitudes and showed PP facilitation (EPSP unitary amplitudes, 0.3 Ϯ 0.19 mV; PP ratios, 2 Ϯ 0.4; EPSP 2 was significantly larger than EPSP 1 in these three connections, p Ͻ 0.05). The dendrites of this group had similarities to bitufted or bipolar interneurons as described previously (Reyes et al., 1998 ) (for details, see Discussion). A second group of local inhibitors ("local 2") had small EPSP amplitudes but showed PP depression only (0.59 Ϯ 0.21 mV; 0.7 Ϯ 0.18, respectively). The dendrites and axons of this group had similarities to neurogliaform neurons (Tamás et al., 2003 ) (see Discussion). The groups of lateral inhibitors ("lateral 1," "lateral 3") had relatively large EPSP amplitudes (Ͼ1 mV) and displayed PP depression. Group lateral 1 neurons had similarities to large basket cells Wang et al., 2002 ) (see Discussion). The definition of these interneuron groups (Helmstaedter et al., 2008c) was performed independent of synaptic input properties. Thus, the significant differences with respect to EPSP properties allowed both an independent validation of the interneuron group definition and indicated target cell specificity of L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections. For a relation of these results to other interneuron classifications, see Discussion.
Innervation domains
We also investigated the topology of innervation domains with reference to cortical columns for the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections. For the construction of innervation domains, 22 pairs were used with a complete reconstruction of the presynaptic and the postsynaptic neuron that allowed identification of the postsynaptic interneuron based on axon projection type. Figure 9 , A and B, shows overlays of 10 L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections with L2/3 local inhibitors as postsynaptic neu- rons. The reconstructions of L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections with L2/3 lateral inhibitors are shown in Figure 10 , and connections with L2/3 translaminar inhibitors are shown in Figure 11 .
The average length density maps of the L4 spiny neuron axons (Figs. 9C1, 10C1 , 11C1) were mostly confined to the home column and septum as reported previously (Lübke et al. 2000 (Lübke et al. , 2003 Bender et al., 2003; Staiger et al., 2004) , showing only some collaterals that project to neighboring columns (Figs. 10 A, 11A) (Staiger et al., 2004; Egger et al., 2008) . However, there was no significant difference in the width of the L4 axon domain projecting to the three L2/3 inhibitor types (ANOVA, p ϭ 0.07). The projection domain of L4 spiny neurons to L2/3 interneurons was also not significantly different from the projection of L4 spiny neurons to L2/3 pyramidal neurons ( p Ͼ 0.5, ANOVA) (supplemental Fig. 1 , available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
We then explored the average innervation domains for local, lateral, and translaminar inhibitors (Figs. 9C3, 10C3,  11C3 ). Innervation domains were calculated as the product of postsynaptic dendritic and presynaptic axonal length density, quantifying the regions of high probability for establishing a synaptic contact. The innervation domains were mostly restricted to layer 2/3 of the home column for all three types of interneurons. We then measured the total path length of L4 axons within a region of high innervation probability (this region was quantified as the isocontour containing 80% of the total L4-to-L2/3 interneuron innervation probability). On average, the innervation domain for the L4-to-L2/3 local inhibitors connection comprised 5.6 mm of L4 axonal path length and 1.7 mm of L2/3 interneuron dendritic path length (lateral inhibitors, 5.9 and 1.9 mm; translaminar inhibitors, 5.0 and 1.6 mm, respectively) (compare Table 2 ).
Number and location of synaptic contacts
Putative synaptic contacts were identified on the soma or dendrites of L2/3 interneurons in the light microscope. Figure 12 shows an example of a pair with two putative synaptic contacts (Fig. 12B,C) . On average, L4 spiny neurons made 2.3 Ϯ 0.8 putative contacts on L2/3 interneuron dendrites (range, 1-3; n ϭ 7) at a distance of 77 Ϯ 44 m (range, 36 -172 m; n ϭ 7). The number of putative contacts per connection was thus significantly smaller than for the L4-to-L2/3 pyramidal neuron connection (range, 4 -5; n ϭ 13) (cf. Feldmeyer et al., 2002 ) but similar to previously reported numbers in cat visual cortex . For three pairs, light microscopically identified putative synaptic contacts were verified in the electron microscope. Figure 12 , C and D, shows the electron microscopic images of the contacts located on varicose swellings of second-order dendrites (Fig.  12A,B) . Six of 10 putative synaptic contacts could be verified in the EM. The remaining four either were lost during tissue preparation or were uninterpretable because of parallel orientation of synaptic cleft and cutting orientation.
Discussion
Signal flow in a cortical column
The scheme in Figure 13 illustrates the signal flow between layer 4 and layer 2/3 of a cortical column based on data from paired consecutive sweeps that were on average facilitating in amplitude (bottom trace). B, Corresponding EPSP amplitude histograms for the first, second, and third EPSP in a train. Note the marked decrease in failure counts for the third EPSP compared with the first EPSP. The postsynaptic L2/3 interneuron of this connection had similarities to a bitufted or bipolar neuron with two primary dendrites, a strongly adapting firing pattern (AP frequency adaptation ratio, Ϫ93%), medium AP half-width (0.47 ms), high input resistance (300 M⍀), and a locally projecting axon (91% of the axon extended to the home column; group local 3 interneuron) (cf. Helmstaedter et al., 2008c ) (for a detailed account of the identity of interneurons, compare Fig. 8 and Discussion). recordings (Feldmeyer et al., 1999 (Feldmeyer et al., , 2002 ). An AP in a L4 spiny neuron elicits EPSPs in neighboring L4 spiny neurons of the same column (Fig. 13A, connection 1) and EPSPs in L2/3 pyramidal cells with an average efficacy of 0.7 mV (Feldmeyer et al., 2002) (Fig. 13A, connection 2) . Assuming approximately linear superposition of EPSPs in L2/3 pyramidal neurons, ϳ30 unitary EPSPs evoked from presynaptic L4 spiny neurons are required within a time window of ϳ10 ms for eliciting an AP in a L2/3 pyramidal neuron (Lübke et al., 2003) . However, because APs in L4 spiny neurons are not perfectly time-locked but display considerable jitter (Brecht and Sakmann, 2002) , the total number of APs in L4 spiny neurons required to generate APs in L2/3 pyramidal neurons is likely to be higher.
Concomitantly, APs in L4 spiny neurons also elicit EPSPs in L2/3 interneurons (Fig. 13A, connection 3) with an average efficacy of 1.2 mV, ϳ1.8 times the size of unitary EPSP evoked by L4 spiny neurons in L2/3 pyramidal cells. Thus, because of the high efficacy, only ϳ15 unitary EPSPs evoked from presynaptic L4 spiny neurons are required within a time window of ϳ10 ms for eliciting an AP in a L2/3 interneuron. Connections from L4 to L2/3 interneurons were previously suggested using photostimulation in layer 4 (Dantzker and Callaway, 2000) .
L2/3 interneurons project to pyramidal cells within layer 2/3 (Fig. 13A) (Reyes et al., 1998; Kapfer et al., 2007) . Assuming that L4 spiny neurons project to both L2/3 pyramidal cells and to L2/3 interneurons, which in turn project to L2/3 pyramidal cells, the APs in a L4 spiny cell in response to a sensory stimulus will eventually evoke both glutamate and GABA release onto L2/3 pyramidal cells via this translaminar circuit. The minimum delay for the IPSPs in L2/3 pyramidal cells will then be governed by the time in which an AP is generated in the L2/3 interneurons, the axonal conduction time, and the synaptic delay in the L2/3 interneuronto-L2/3 pyramidal cell connection. Together, this amounts to an estimate of 4 -10 ms minimum delay between the onset of the evoked EPSP in the L2/3 pyramidal cell (via connection 2) (Fig. 13A ) and an IPSP in the L2/3 pyramidal cell generated by a L2/3 interneuron. It remains, however, to be elucidated which groups of L2/3 interneurons that are excited by L4 spiny cells also project to L2/3 pyramidal cells. Figure 13B schematically summarizes the average properties of EPSPs evoked by an AP in a L4 spiny neuron in other L4 spiny neurons, L2/3 pyramidal cells, and L2/3 interneurons (dashed, dotted, and black traces, respectively). The delay between the AP and the EPSPs was twice as long for the translaminar connections (2.4 and 2.1 vs 0.9 ms). The AP-to-EPSP delay was not different in L2/3 pyramidal cells and L2/3 interneurons. However, we observed a strong correlation between AP-to-EPSP latency and the distance of the presynaptic and postsynaptic somata (compare Fig. 3C ) (Feldmeyer et al., 2002) . This correlation could be an effect of axonal path length. Our data yielded an estimate of 0.2 m/s axonal conduction velocity. This was in the range of conduction velocities reported for the unmyelinated Schaffer collaterals (0.1-0.5 m/s) (Andersen et al., 1978; Grinvald et al., 1982; Soleng et al., 2003; Meeks et al., 2005) .
Two groups of L2/3 interneurons project to layers 4 and 5A within a column (groups "translaminar 1" and "translaminar 2") (Helmstaedter et al., 2008a,c) . APs elicited in these interneurons by excitatory input from layer 4 would thus inhibit neurons in Data are sorted for the types of axonal projection of the postsynaptic interneurons (top rows) (types were defined by the axonal projection with reference to cortical columns) (Helmstaedter et al., 2008a) , for the groups of L2/3 interneurons with at least three samples (bottom rows), and for the whole sample. Values are given as mean Ϯ coefficient of variation to allow a comparison of the homogeneity of parameters for types, groups, and the whole sample. Figure 8 . Relationship between synaptic properties and groups of postsynaptic interneurons. Relationship of PP ratio and EPSP amplitude to groups of interneurons as defined by a cluster analysis of axonal, dendritic, and electrical excitability parameters (Helmstaedter et al., 2008c ) (color coded). Interneurons belonging to the same group were close in this parameter space (groups translaminar 2, lateral 1, local 1, local 2, local 3, chandelier neurons). Only three groups with two samples each were less similar (groups translaminar 1, lateral 3). Group lateral 2 neurons and L1 inhibitors did not receive input from layer 4 (0 of 1, 0 of 4, respectively). The difference of interneuron groups with respect to synaptic properties was significant (MANOVA, p Ͻ 0.01; bootstrapping, p Ͻ 0.05) (see Materials and Methods). The three group local 3 interneurons showed significant PP facilitation each (t test, p Ͻ 0.05). Note that the synaptic properties of types of interneurons just separated by their axonal projection were not different ( p Ͼ 0.5) (data not shown). The gray inset shows the classification of interneurons into types and groups as suggested by unsupervised cluster analysis (Helmstaedter et al., 2008c) . For a comparison to other interneuron classifications, see Discussion.
layer 4 and 5A, also with a minimum delay of 4 -10 ms compared with the direct excitatory input to these neurons from layer 4. The monosynaptic input from L4 spiny neurons to L5A pyramidal cells (Feldmeyer et al., 2005; Schubert et al., 2006) could thus be complemented by an inhibitory feedback via those L2/3 interneurons that are the targets of L4 spiny neurons.
Estimates of divergence and convergence in the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connection To estimate the number of synaptic connections made by a single L4 spiny neuron onto L2/3 interneurons ("divergence"), we measured the length of L4 axon extended in a region of high innervation probability for L2/3 interneurons. Assuming an approximate bouton density of 0.4/m for the L4 axon (Lü bke et al. 2003) , the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron innervation domain contained on average 2200 L4 spiny cell boutons. Furthermore, assuming that ϳ20% of the boutons were contacting inhibitory neurons, a single L4 neuron could be expected to establish synaptic connections with 190 L2/3 interneurons (5500 m ϫ 0.4 boutons/m ϫ 20%/2.3 contacts per connection; divergence). Finally, if layer 4 comprised ϳ3000 -4000 neurons (Beaulieu, 1993 ) (for discussion, see Lü bke et al., 2003) and L2/3 comprised ϳ600 -800 interneurons (ϭ20% of 3000 -4000 neurons), in a rough approximation, a single L2/3 interneuron would be contacted by 1000 (range, 710 -1270) L4 spiny neurons ("convergence": 24 -32%). The convergence estimate was larger than the estimate derived from the experimental success rate (on average, 5-15 L4 neurons had to be tested before a synaptic connection was found for a given L2/3 interneuron, corresponding to a convergence of 7-20%; this measure is however sensitive to several experimental biases) (see Materials and Methods). During a whisker stimulus, ϳ0.1-0.4 APs per stimulus have been measured in vivo (Brecht and Sakmann, 2002; de Kock et al. 2007) . Thus, after a whisker stimulus, unitary EPSPs evoked by 100 -400 APs can be expected to converge on a L2/3 interneuron. Given the high efficacy of the connections (1.2 mV), a nearsynchronous input can be expected to yield suprathreshold activation of L2/3 interneurons. This first-order calculation therefore predicts effective and strong activation of L2/3 interneurons by the neocortical input layer 4 in barrel cortex after a whisker deflection (this calculation predicts suprathreshold activation even if the proportion of L4 boutons onto interneurons in L2/3 was actually smaller than the estimated 20%). AP rates of L2/3 pyramidal neurons are low (Brecht et al., 2003; de Kock et al., 2007) , and the efficient activation of L2/3 interneurons that project to L2/3 pyramidal neurons could contribute to the low AP response of L2/3 pyramidal neurons measured in vivo.
Target cell specificity of L4 spiny neuron axon boutons
The axonal projection domain of L4 spiny neurons that innervate L2/3 interneurons overlaps with the axonal projection domain of L4 spiny neurons that innervate L2/3 pyramidal cells (see Results) (Fig. 13A, connections 2 and 3) . It is therefore suggestive to assume that all or a substantial fraction of the population of L4 spiny neurons targets both L2/3 interneurons and L2/3 pyramidal cells. We showed here that the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connection had specific properties (EPSP amplitudes and PP ratios) for different groups of postsynaptic L2/3 interneurons. Also, we found that the synaptic properties of the L4 projection to L2/3 interneurons were on average different from the synaptic properties of the L4 projection to L2/3 pyramidal neurons (Feldmeyer et al., 2002) . Together, this implies target cell specificity of glutamate release from translaminar L4 spiny neuron axon boutons. Previously, target cell specificity has been found for local intralaminar connections in layer 2/3 (Reyes et al., 1998; Koester and Johnston, 2005) , layer 4 (Beierlein et al., 2003) , and layer 5 (Markram et al., 1998) with intersomatic distances of ϳ50 - Figure 9 . Average projections and innervation domains of L4 spiny neurons projecting to L2/3 interneurons of the local inhibitor type. A, Overlay of all reconstructions of L4 spiny neurons that were synaptically connected to L2/3 interneurons with local axonal projection of the postsynaptic interneurons (n ϭ 10 pairs with sufficient staining of the axon of L4 spiny neurons). Dendrites of L4 spiny neurons are in red, their axons are in blue, and dendrites of L2/3 interneurons are in white. Average barrel outlines that were calculated from the barrel outlines of all 10 experiments are superimposed (white lines). B, Overlay of all reconstructions of L2/3 interneurons with local axonal projections (dendrites, white; axon, green) that received input from L4 spiny neurons (dendrites, red). C1, Average map of axonal length density of L4 spiny stellate axons that projected to L2/3 local inhibitors. The isodensity line containing 90% of the axon is shown (thick white line). L4 soma locations are indicated (red triangles). Note the largely columnar projection of L4 spiny neurons as reported previously. C2, Average map of dendritic length density of L2/3 interneurons that belonged to the local inhibitor type. Conventions are as in C1. C3, Average map of innervation probability computed as the product of the presynaptic axonal density map (C1) with the postsynaptic dendritic density map (C2). The isoprobability contour containing 90% of the total probability is shown (white line) and defines the innervation domain of L2/3 local inhibitors from L4 spiny neurons.
150 m. The present data demonstrate target cell specificity in a translaminar connection with intersomatic distances of 200 -600 m.
The targets of L4 spiny neurons examined so far by pair recordings are (1) excitatory spiny neurons in L4 (Feldmeyer et al., 1999) , (2) excitatory pyramidal cells in layer 2/3 (Feldmeyer et al., 2002) , (3) excitatory pyramidal cells in layer 5A (Feldmeyer et al., 2005) , (4) morphologically not-identified fast spiking and low-threshold spiking interneurons in layer 4 (Beierlein et al., 2003) , and finally nine groups of interneurons in layer 2/3 (this study) that are mainly classified by their projection patterns (Helmstaedter et al., 2008a) . All projections of L4 spiny neurons to excitatory neurons examined so far had low failure rates and paired-pulse depression. The projections of L4 neurons to inhibitory neurons in layer 4 (Beierlein et al., 2003) and layer 2/3 (this study) showed in contrast a heterogeneity in release parameters. This heterogeneity in release parameters most likely reflects target cell specificity, and not different developmental stages of inhibitory and excitatory cells at the age that we investigated (P20 -P29), as was suggested for early postnatal development in mice Di Cristo et al., 2004) .
Comparison with other interneuron classifications
We related the data on synaptic connections from L4 spiny neurons to L2/3 interneurons to a concomitant analysis of axonal, dendritic, and intrinsic electrical properties of the postsynaptic L2/3 interneurons as presented in accompanying studies (interneuron groups) (Helmstaedter et al., 2008a,b,c) . The definition of interneuron groups can be related to interneuron classifications frequently used in the literature: "Martinotti" cells, "neurogliaform" cells, "basket" cells, "bitufted/bipolar" cells, and "chandelier" cells. Martinotti cells have been described as interneurons with extensive projections to L1 (Martinotti, 1889; Ramó n y Cajal, 1904; Wang et al., 2004) . In our sample, L1 inhibitors did not receive monosynaptic input from L4 (0 of 4). Neurogliaform cells were described as neurons with very small dendritic and axonal trees (Ramó n y Cajal, 1904; Jones, 1984; Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1997; Tamás et al., 2003) . In our sample, interneuron group local 2 had similarities to neurogliaform neurons; all group local 2 interneurons received monosynaptic input from L4 with small and depressing EPSP amplitudes (Fig. 8) . Basket cells have been described as interneurons with small AP half-width, high AP firing rates, low somatic input resistance, multipolar dendritic trees, and extensive local axonal arborizations (Ramó n y Cajal, 1904; Marín-Padilla, 1969; Somogyi et al., 1983; Wang et al., 2002) . Group lateral 1 could be described as "large basket cells" with large multipolar dendrites and significant axonal projection to neighboring columns (Helmstaedter et al., 2008c) ; this group received depressing monosynaptic input from L4 (Fig. 8) . Bitufted or bipolar interneurons in L2/3 have been described as interneurons with a polar dendritic tree, a narrow axonal projection, and adapting firing patterns (Fairén et al., 1984; Tamás et al., 1997; Reyes et al., 1998) . Group local 3 interneurons matched some of these criteria of bitufted neurons. Synaptic input from L4 to these group local 3 interneurons was facilitating (Fig. 8 , Table  1 ). Previous studies have shown that bitufted interneurons in L2/3 received facilitating monosynaptic input from L2/3 pyramidal neurons (Reyes et al., 1998) . Finally, two chandelier neurons in the sample also received monosynaptic input from L4 (compare Fig. 8 ).
Outlook
To achieve a detailed mechanistic model of cortical columns with single-cell resolution, the main connectivity patterns within and across cortical layers have to be established. One missing link at present is the projection from L2/3 interneurons to L2/3 pyramidal cells specified for the different groups of L2/3 interneurons. Finally, in vivo recordings of L2/3 interneurons from the different groups after physiological stimulation must complement the data from in vitro paired recordings. This will eventually allow simulating the signal flow through a column, initiated by a natural stimulus like a whisker deflection. Figure 10 . Average projections and innervation domains of L4 spiny neurons projecting to L2/3 interneurons of the lateral inhibitor type. A, Overlay of all reconstructions of L4 spiny neurons that were synaptically connected to L2/3 interneurons with lateral axonal projection of the postsynaptic interneurons (n ϭ 6 with sufficient staining of the axon of L4 spiny neurons). B, Overlay of reconstructions of L2/3 interneurons with lateral axonal projections (color code is as in Fig. 9 ). C1-C3, Axonal density maps, dendritic density maps, and innervation domain of L4-to-L2/3 lateral inhibitor connections. Note that also the dendritic domain of lateral inhibitors is larger than the dendritic domain of local inhibitors (compare Fig. 9 ). The innervation domain is, however, mostly confined to lower layer 2/3. Figure 11 . Average projections and innervation domains of L4 spiny neurons projecting to L2/3 interneurons of the translaminar inhibitor type. A, Overlay of all reconstructions of L4 spiny neurons that were synaptically connected to L2/3 interneurons with vertical axonal projection of the postsynaptic interneurons (n ϭ 6 with sufficient staining of the axon of L4 spiny neurons). B, Overlay of reconstructions of L2/3 interneurons with vertical axonal projections (color code as in Fig. 9 ). C1-C3, Axonal density maps, dendritic density maps, and innervation domain of L4-to-L2/3 translaminar inhibitor connections. Note that also the dendritic domain of translaminar inhibitors is elongated (compare Figs. 9, 10) . The innervation domain extends to layer 4. Innervation domains were defined as a region containing 80% of the total innervation probability in the L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections. Then, the L4 axonal path length and the L2/3 interneuron dendritic path length was measured in the innervation domain and averaged for all connections. Values are also reported for L4-to-L2/3 interneuron connections sorted by the axonal projection type of the postsynaptic L2/3 interneuron.
Figure 12.
Correlated light-and electron-microscopic analysis of a synaptically coupled L4 spiny stellate neuron-layer 2/3 interneuron pair. A, Light-microscopic maximum intensity projection showing the somata, dendrites, and a part of the axons of two biocytin-filled neurons. The maximum intensity projection covered ϳ60 m in thickness of the slice. Note the numerous ascending axonal collaterals of the spiny stellate neuron. Cortical layers are indicated on the left. B, Light-microscopic maximum intensity projection of the L2/3 interneuron at higher magnification showing the varicose dendritic tree, most of which is oriented toward the white matter. Two separate very thin axonal branches originating from the spiny stellate neuron contact a secondary (arrow) and a tertiary (arrowhead) dendrite, forming putative synapses. C, Electron-microscopic verification of an asymmetric synapse ("syn1") formed by an axonal bouton with the varicose dendritic segment of the tertiary dendrite. In C, the synaptic cleft (arrowheads) can be seen more clearly at higher magnification. D, Also the second light microscopically observed contact was verified as an asymmetric synapse ("syn2") on electron microscopic examination. In D, the synaptic cleft (arrows) can be seen more clearly at higher magnification. Scale bars: A, 100 m; B, 25 m; C, D, 1 m.
